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The English Civil Wars
2009-11-19

a brilliant appraisal of the civil war and its long term consequences by
an acclaimed historian the political upheaval of the mid seventeenth
century has no parallel in english history other events have changed the
occupancy and the powers of the throne but the conflict of 1640 60 was
more dramatic the monarchy and the house of lords were abolished to be
replaced by a republic and military rule in this wonderfully readable
account blair worden explores the events of this period and their
origins the war between king and parliament the execution of charles i
cromwell s rule and the restoration while aiming to reveal something
more elusive the motivations of contemporaries on both sides and the
concerns of later generations

The English Civil Wars in the Literary
Imagination
1999

all but one of the essays were originally delivered as lectures at eton
college includes bibliographies

The English Civil War and After, 1642-1658
1970-07

john adamson provides a new synthesis of current research on the
political crisis that engulfed england in the 1640s drawing on new
archival findings and challenging current orthodoxies these essays by
leading historians offer a variety of original perspectives locating
english events firmly within a three kingdoms context

The Impact of the English Civil War
1991

a king beheaded a monarchy abolished and a commoner leading a republic
by military rule set in their place the wars that tore through the
country in the mid seventeenth century splitting government communities
and families alike were a true watershed in english history but how with
queen elizabeth i s golden age still in living memory did such a
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situation arise exploring the period s political disputes religious
conflicts and military battles patrick little scrutinizes the nature and
practicalities of conducting a civil war on english soil as well as the
experiences and motivations of key factions and combatants by assessing
how the realities of life in england shaped the conflict and were torn
apart by it this wonderfully readable beginner s guide gets to the very
heart of how a people came to kill their king

The English Civil War
2008-12-16

english civil war in 1642 king charles i and the elected parliament of
england went to war over the future of the stuart kingdom over the next
nine years three civil wars would be fought devastating the populations
of england scotland and ireland and claiming a death toll of an
estimated 800 000 people including king charles i himself inside you
will read about reasons to go to war the first english civil war choose
your side the first english civil war the war begins the first english
civil war the war spreads the first english civil war a new model army
the second civil war the third civil war with the authority of the
monarchy the freedom of parliament and the power of religion at stake
the english civil wars decided the future of the great britain and
influenced the future of politics around the world

The English Civil Wars
2014-07-03

fr richard schiefen collection

English Civil War
2016-10-24

the english revolution was a shattering experience for the people of
ireland and scotland as well as war broke out successively in and
between all three kingdoms ian gentles provides analysis of the battles
and sieges and the political and religious struggles that underpinned
them
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The Commonwealth of England
1963

the english civil war 1642 53 is one of the most crucial periods in
british history martyn bennett introduces the reader to the main debates
surrounding the civil war which continue to be debated by historians he
considers the repercussions both on government and religion of
parliament s failure to secure stability after the royalist defeat in
1646 and argues that this opened the way for far more radical reforms
the book deals with the military campaigns in all four nations placing
the war in its full british and irish context

The English Revolution and the Wars in the Three
Kingdoms, 1638-1652
2007

much ink has been spent on accounts of the english civil wars of the mid
seventeenth century yet royalism has been largely neglected this volume
of essays by leading scholars in the field seeks to fill that
significant gap in our understanding by focusing on those who took up
arms for the king the royalists described were not reactionary
absolutist extremists but pragmatic moderate men who were not so
different in temperament or background from the vast majority of those
who decided to side with or were forced by circumstances to side with
parliament and its army the essays force us to think beyond the
simplistic dichotomy between royalist absolutists and constitutionalists
and suggest instead that allegiances were much more fluid and contingent
than has hitherto been recognized this is a major contribution to the
political and intellectual history of the civil wars and of early modern
england more generally

The English Civil War 1640-1649
2014-05-12

the english civil war is a subject which continues to excite enormous
interest throughout the world this atlas consists of over fifty maps
illustrating all the major and many of the minor bloody campaigns and
battles of the war including the campaigns of montrose the battle of
edgehill and langport providing a complete introductory history to the
turbulent period it also includes maps giving essential background
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information detailed accompanying explanations a useful context to
events

Royalists and Royalism during the English Civil
Wars
2007-09-06

the period 1642 1651 one of the most turbulent in the history of
mainland britian saw the country torn by civil wars focusing on the
english and welsh wars this book examines the causes course and
consequences of the conflicts while offering a concise military account
that assesses the wars in their national regional and local contexts dr
gaunt provides a full appraisal of the severity of the wars and the true
extent of the impact on civilian life highlighting areas of continued
historical debate the personal experiences and biographies of key
players are also included in this comprehensive and fascinating account

Atlas of the English Civil War
1998

the impact of the english civil war on the economy of london 1642 50
examines every sector of london s economy as it changed during the
english civil war it also looks closely at the impact of war on the
major pillars of the london economy namely london s role in external and
internal trade and manufacturing in london when the war broke out london
s economy was diverse and dynamic closely connected through commercial
networks with the rest of england and with europe asia and north america
as such it was vulnerable to hostile acts by supporters of the king both
those at large in the country and those within the capital

The English Civil Wars 1642–1651
2014-06-06

sir god hath taken away your eldest son by a cannon shot it brake his
leg we were necessitated to have it cut off whereof he died in one of
the most famous and moving letters of the civil war oliver cromwell told
his brother in law that on 2 july 1644 parliament had won an emphatic
victory over a royalist army commanded by king charles i s nephew prince
rupert on rolling moorland west of york but that battle marston moor had
also slain his own nephew the recipient s firstborn in this vividly
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narrated history of the deadly conflict that engulfed the nation during
the 1640s peter gaunt shows that with the exception of world war i the
death rate was higher than any other contest in which britain has
participated numerous towns and villages were garrisoned attacked
damaged or wrecked the landscape was profoundly altered yet amidst all
the blood and killing the fighting was also a catalyst for profound
social change and innovation charting major battles raids and
engagements the author uses rich contemporary accounts to explore the
life changing experience of war for those involved whether musketeers at
cheriton dragoons at edgehill or cromwell s disciplined ironsides at
naseby 1645

The Impact of the English Civil War on the
Economy of London, 1642-50
2004

the english civil wars of 1642 1651 part of a broader pattern of civil
conflict in britain and ireland between 1639 and 1660 caused by a clash
between king charles i and parliament over issues of religion the
constitutional role and limitations of monarchy and command and control
of military forces set the stage for the evolution of the modern british
constitution and the british army the english civil war volume in the
international library of essays on military history presents a series of
scholarly articles exploring the military political social religious
economic and constitutional context within which the royalist and
parliamentarian forces struggled additionally the essays examine the
nature of armies and of war in mid seventeenth century britain as well
as selected campaigns and battles that shaped the eventual outcome

"But the People's Creatures"
1989

this book is also available as part of the men at arms series as no 14
the english civil war armies beginning with the outbreak of the first
civil war in 1642 and ending with the restoration of king charles in
1660 this book studies the cavalier and parliamentarian armies who
fought in these conflicts in 30 years of bloodshed counties were divided
and families were split as men and women followed their individual
allegiances
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The English Civil War
2014-05-30

the sequence of civil wars that ripped england apart in the seventeenth
century was the single most traumatic event in this country between the
medieval black death and the two world wars indeed it is likely that a
greater percentage of the population were killed in the civil wars than
in the first world war this sense of overwhelming trauma gives this
major new history its title god s fury england s fire the name of a
pamphlet written after the king s surrender it sums up the widespread
feeling within england that the seemingly endless nightmare that had
destroyed families towns and livelihoods was ordained by a vengeful god
that the people of england had sinned and were now being punished as
with all civil wars however god s fury could support or destroy either
side in the conflict was god angry at charles i for failing to support
the true protestant religion and refusing to work with parliament or was
god angry with those who had dared challenge his anointed sovereign
michael braddick s remarkable book gives the reader a vivid and enduring
sense both of what it was like to live through events of uncontrollable
violence and what really animated the different sides the killing of
charles i and the declaration of a republic events which even now seem
in an english context utterly astounding were by no means the only
outcomes and braddick brilliantly describes the twists and turns that
led to the most radical solutions of all to the country s political
implosion he also describes very effectively the influence of events in
scotland ireland and the european mainland on the conflict in england
god s fury england s fire allows readers to understand once more the
events that have so fundamentally marked this country and which still
resonate centuries after their bloody ending

The English Civil War
2018-03-31

this handbook brings together leading historians of the events
surrounding the english revolution exploring how the events of the
revolution grew out of and resonated in the politics and interactions of
the each of the three kingdoms england scotland and ireland it captures
a shared british and irish history comparing the significance of events
and outcomes across the three kingdoms in doing so the handbook offers a
broader context for the history of the scottish covenanters the irish
rising of 1641 and the government of confederate ireland as well as the
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british and irish perspective on the english civil wars the english
revolution the regicide and cromwellian period the oxford handbook of
the english revolution explores the significance of these events on a
much broader front than conventional studies the events are approached
not simply as political economic and social crises but as challenges to
the predominant forms of religious and political thought social
relations and standard forms of cultural expression the contributors
provide up to date analysis of the political happenings considering the
structures of social and political life that shaped and were re shaped
by the crisis the handbook goes on to explore the long term legacies of
the crisis in the three kingdoms and their impact in a wider european
context

Politics, Religion and the English Civil War
1973

combining extensive research in primary sources with the work of the new
military historians such as john keegan and richard holmes charles
carlton provides a fresh look at the event once described by g m
trevelyan as the most important happening in our history

The English Civil War
1973

the english civil war 1642 1651 was a series of conflicts and political
struggles between parliamentarians roundheads and royalists cavaliers in
england with wider ramifications across scotland and ireland the primary
issues at stake were england s governance and matters of religious
freedom 2 the war consisted of three phases with the first 1642 1646 and
second 1648 1649 wars fought between supporters of king charles i and
the long parliament while the third 1649 1651 saw battles between
supporters of king charles ii and the rump parliament the scottish
covenanters and irish confederates also played significant roles
ultimately the parliamentarians emerged victorious after the battle of
worcester on 3 september 1651 the unique aspect of these civil wars was
that they were not solely about determining who would rule but also
concerned the governance of the entire british isles including england
scotland and ireland the outcomes included the trial and execution of
charles i in 1649 the exile of his son charles ii in 1651 and the
establishment of the commonwealth of england under the personal rule of
oliver cromwell from 1653 as the commonwealth of england scotland and
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ireland and briefly his son richard 1658 1659 the church of england s
monopoly on worship was ended in england and the victors in ireland
consolidated the protestant ascendancy additionally the wars set the
precedent that an english monarch cannot govern without parliament s
consent a concept further enshrined with parliamentary sovereignty
during the glorious revolution in 1688

The English Civil War
1972

politicians and pamphleteers reveals the importance of print to the
english political world of the civil wars and interregnum period it
explores how print propaganda came to the fore during these years as
public opinion became a factor of dramatically enhanced importance
fundamentally altering the nature of the political society during the
mid seventeenth century

God's Fury, England's Fire
2008-02-28

table of contents

The Oxford Handbook of the English Revolution
2015-03-05

the first dedicated study of the practice of changing sides during the
english civil wars reveals how side changing shaped the course of the
english revolution even contributing to the regicide itself and remained
an important political legacy to the english speaking peoples thereafter

Companion to the English Civil Wars
1990-01-01

under the influence of revisionist writings the history of the english
civil war has splintered this is not to say that there was once
consensus on how the revolution should be characterized or interpreted
but revisionism has now carved out different aspects of historical
experience such as economic social political religious and cultural that
once tended to be bound together this book does not attempt to turn back
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the clock nor to recreate what was undoubtedly in part a false coherence
but it does in fact suggest ways in which some of the starker
discontinuities should be challenged the editors maintain that
reconnections should be made regarding the causes course and impact of
the civil war and the pieces in this book aim to do so without without
losing sight of the complexity of the issues at hand moreover these
articles afford some of the most stimulating writing on this topic to
appear in the last twenty five years

Going to the Wars
1992

english literary history has long incorporated the category of cavalier
verse and the critical presuppositions that have shaped such a category
continue even now to determine the ways in which much civil war writing
is read through a detailed study of both manuscript and printed texts
james loxley arrives at an account of the interaction between poetry and
royalist political activity which for the first time presents a
sustained and coherent challenge to such presuppositions

English Civil War
2024-01-16

almost a quarter of a million lives were lost as king and parliament
battled for their religious and political ideals in the english civil
war england was divided between cavaliers and roundheads engaged in
bitter struggles from preston to lostwithiel pembroke to york armies
were on the march villages were decimated and great dynasties destroyed
fathers and sons uncles and cousins were pitted against each other in
defence of their loyalties the civil war led to the execution of a king
the beginnings of sectarian division in ireland savage clan warfare in
scotland and the roots of english socialism tristram hunt avoids adding
to the many mostly transitory interpretations of the civil war and
instead offers a timeless narrative based on the first hand accounts of
those who witnessed these traumatic events in doing so he brings out the
voices of the civil war generation those who lost sons who witnessed
massacres and who fought for an ideal in this book we see their
motivations fears and misery as the horror of war overwhelmed them from
cromwell s letters to the memoirs of a roundhead wife the civil war era
is brought to life in all its terrible and fascinating glory
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Politicians and Pamphleteers
2004

the english civil war is one of the most hotly contested areas of
english history and john miller is one of the experts on the period amid
dramatic accounts of the key battles and confrontations miller explores
what triggered the initial conflict between crown and parliament and how
this was played out in england scotland and ireland in the lead up to
war as the war developed personalities and innovations on the
battlefield became increasingly important culminating in the rise of
oliver cromwell and the radical new model army the wars changed the
political social religious and intellectual landscape of the country for
ever using a lifetime s knowledge and study on the period john miller
brings this extraordinary turning point in british history to life

Roundhead Reputations
2001

scholars tend to specialize in either urban or agrarian history and the
whole picture of an era or event is never entirely pieced together ten
essays seek to close the gap by considering the impact of the 17th
century civil war on both the towns and the countryside emphasizing both
the divergence and similarity of experiences distributed in the us by st
martin s press annotation copyright by book news inc portland or

Turncoats and Renegadoes
2012-11-15

the english civil war was a series of armed conflicts and political
upheavals which spanned the entirety of the british isles in the mid
seventeenth century it was fought on a wide range of religious political
and racial issues and succeeded in dividing the traditional loyalties of
class friendship and family ties within all four kingdoms this
unprecedented period of disruption resulted in far reaching political
revolution the re evaluation of political representation and social
structure and ultimately laid the foundations of the british
constitution we know today martyn bennett introduces the reader to the
main debates surrounding the civil war from the st giles riots in
edinburgh in 1637 to the restoration of charles ii on 8 may 1660 and
includes biographies of the key personalities key events battles
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military institutions of the conflict and covers the run up to the
conflict the wars themselves and its aftermath this comprehensive a z
companion to the history of the civil wars provides all the facts and
figures that an armchair general would ever need

The English Civil War
1997

in this stimulating and original investigation of the decisive battles
of the english civil war malcolm wanklyn reassesses what actually
happened on the battlefield and as a result sheds new light on the
causes of the eventual defeat of charles i taking each major battle in
turn edgehill newbury i cheriton marston moor newbury ii naseby and
preston he looks critically at contemporary accounts and at historians
narratives explores the surviving battlegrounds and retells the story of
each battle from a new perspective his lucid closely argued analysis
questions traditional assumptions about each battle and the course of
the war itself

The Outbreak of the English Civil War
1981

the english civil war is a joy to behold a thing of beauty this will be
the civil war atlas against which all others will judged and the battle
maps in particular will quickly become the benchmark for all future
civil war maps professor martyn bennett department of history languages
and global studies nottingham trent university the english civil wars
1638 51 comprised the deadliest conflict ever fought on british soil in
which brother took up arms against brother father fought against son and
towns cities and villages fortified themselves in the cause of royalists
or parliamentarians although much historical attention has focused on
the events in england and the key battles of edgehill marston moor and
naseby this was a conflict that engulfed the entirety of the three
kingdoms and led to a trial and execution that profoundly shaped the
british monarchy and parliament this beautifully presented atlas tells
the whole story of britain s revolutionary civil war from the earliest
skirmishes of the bishops wars in 1639 40 through to 1651 when charles
ii s defeat at worcester crushed the royalist cause leading to a decade
of stuart exile each map is supported by a detailed text providing a
complete explanation of the complex and fluctuating conflict that
ultimately meant that the crown would always be answerable to parliament
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Royalism and Poetry in the English Civil Wars
1997-10-27

brereton s journal is a book made up of letters from the english civil
war 1642 1646 a parliamentary general sir william was engaged in the
siege of dudley castle bridgnorth castle and the fortifield cathedral
close at lichfield the letter book contains copies of letters sent and
received by brereton there are details of his victory against the last
royalist army in the field his various sieges his constant need for
money and more troops and the movements of king charles i prior to his
surrender to the scots the introduction details a history of the civil
war of the battles and skirmishes up to the writing of the letter book a
conclusion relates what happened after the end of the war the trial and
execution of charles i the interregnum and finally the restoration and
brereton s retirement from public life

The English Civil War At First Hand
2011-01-27

did you ever hear the saying there are two sides to every story the
details of the same event can appear very different depending on the
perspectives of the people involved in this fresh take on history you
can read about the english civil war from both the royalist and
parliamentarian points of view

A Brief History of the English Civil Wars
2013-02-07

Town and Countryside in the English Revolution
1992

The English Civil War
2009-11-02
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Decisive Battles of the English Civil Wars
2006

The English Civil War
2020-09-17

A Journal of the English Civil War
2012-11-05

The Split History of the English Civil War
2017-08

The Origins of the English Civil War
1973
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